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Since our inception in 2016, we have maintained an unrivalled reputation for customer

care, responsiveness to market fluctuations and opportunities and, most importantly,

the provision of high-quality product delivered securely and in a timely manner.

Over the past years, we have undertaken exhaustive research in the development of a

sustainable gold export business and have been known for consistent performance,

whilst delivering our obligations.

In the 12-month period running up to June 2020, Golden Empire Legacy Limited (GELL)

traded some 20,099 + KG of Dore to Dubai alone, a consistent export track record of

secure delivery. As a result of this, we have developed a strong, supportive network of

business associates who together provide the basis for our organisation‟s strategic growth

into international markets.

Our strategy builds on a robust governance structure that enables greater clarity and

unity of direction from the Board to the Management team thereby enhancing more

effective execution and control of our objectives.

As a Ghanaian-owned company with global perspectives, we have access to a

network of globally leading companies from the precious metal industry. We are locally

anchored and happy to build long-lasting relationships with all clients across the globe.

As a result of this dedicated work GELL achieved an aggregated turnover of USD 357m

in the I8 months until COVID 19 caused a pause in May 2020.

We continue to deliver high-quality business transactions which in-country benefit to

date is the creation of more than 4,000 long-term jobs and provision to 2,000 active

small-scale miners and families, finance and equipment to train their workforce and

expand operations.

www.goldenmpire.com
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A New Drive for Green Gold

With experience and knowledge in the mining value-chain, GELL used the break caused by the COVID pandemic to research and

develop the mining and processing of significant number of mining concessions in Ghana by 2021. The company has acquired a

100% stake in gold concessions in most regions in Ghana especially the Ashanti, Bono, Ahafo and Bono East, Central, Eastern, North

and Savana, Upper East and West, Western regions. The indicated & inferred quantum of gold-in ground is 80m to 100m troy oz and

with an average estimated value US$120 BN (@ 1 oz = US$1,500). This is subject to the completion of a second stage verification

exploration on the rich primary deposits that shall deliver a still significant and bankable, Proven and Probable quantum+.

This arrangement will not in any way disrupt our partnership with small-scale miners. On the contrary as the funding, operational and

off-take equity partners of these concessions, we shall be creating a long value-chain that will enhance the lives of thousands

employed in the mining industry in Ghana.

Our plan, over the next 3 to 5 years is to deepen our strategic partnerships with small-scale miners, investors, commercial and

financial institutions. We are poised to provide innovative foreign exchange alternatives, to increase private and institutional

investment and to create significant shareholder value with a potential IPO on a major SX at the appropriate time. This possibility of a

public listing is a governance driver: GELL intends to operate with transparency and Corporate Governance ethics of the highest

rank before ever we decide to make the move to public listed status.

We aim to continue with the GELL value-add philosophy while conforming to strict international and local regulatory standards and

be known by the investor community for delivering financial sustainability with high Environmental Societal Governance (ESG) impact

in ways that create jobs, develop economies and transform lives whilst adhering to a programme of sustainability and carbon

neutrality in our operations.

Our adoption of the United Nations (UN) Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), is central to our business model and mandate,

underpinning a clear strategy to share the benefits of our business activities with the community while delivering the full value of our

projects for our stakeholders.

The launch of our flagship ASM2020 project by the end of the 2021 financial year will see over 2,000 small-scale miners supported with

investment capital for infrastructure (machinery, equipment and plants, operational funds‟ assistance and reclamation bond) to

enhance eco-friendly mining (mercury-free gold) and increase production.

Green Gold, a New Era for Africa
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History
Golden Empire Legacy Limited traces its roots to small-scale mining activities from the early 1990s. Our

company was formerly incorporated in 2016 as a Limited Liability Company in the Republic of Ghana

under the Companies Act, 2016 (ACT 179) as amended to Act, 2019 (Act 992).

We are mandated by our Gold Export License as well as a Gold Buying License from the Minerals

Commission of Ghana to purchase responsible gold from certified suppliers in Ghana for exportation to the

international market.

Our clients look to us for technical excellence in the gold trade as we provide a full range of tailored

services of the highest calibre; delivered through our team of dedicated experts from the mining and

precious metals industry. Over the years we have expanded our base globally, earning the reputation as

a competent and reliable gold exporter for all-round solutions tailored to total customer satisfaction.

Our objective is to firmly establish ourselves as a global leader in the Gold value chain. With this in mind, we

are working to obtain Ghana Standards Authority and ISO ISO 15093:2020 certifications to produce

hallmarked bullion in Ghana.

Our corporate governance framework supports adherence to the Republic of Ghana‟s legislative

requirements, regulations, as well as internationally recognized global standards.

Our Board of Directors have a wealth of knowledge and expertise for the maintenance of the Company‟s

internal control and risk management systems as well as the monitoring of the performance of the

management team in delivering strategy.

We apply the highest ethical standards in our business engagements lead by legislative compliance,

ethical sourcing, and protection of the environment. GELL has a clear strategy to share the benefits of its

activities with the community and to deliver to the full potential value of our projects for our shareholders.

We aim to source Mercury-free metals entirely by 2025 beginning with Ghana and expanding to every

supplier with which GELL trades and in this way contribute to the removal of mercury exposure to the entire

artisanal workforce.

Founded in 2016

www.goldenmpire.com3
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To become the prime exporter of conflict-free precious metals while creating

sustainable value for our shareholders and the entire value chain, with a view to

attaining the highest levels of social responsibility.

Mission
To ease the purchase of precious metals for buyers, promote environmental

sustainability and compliance.

Key Strategy
To adopt the UN SDGs, as the backbone of GELL‟s business model and mandate,

thus underpinning a clear strategy to share the benefits of business activities with

the community while delivering the full value of projects for shareholders

environment.

Vision

To transform the face of mining in Africa by strictly

observing prevailing ESG philosophies in mining

activities and completely sourcing mercury-free

metals by 2025.

To obtain Ghana Standards Authority and ISO

15093:2020 certifications to produce hallmarked

bullion in Ghana

Objectives

To create superior value for shareholders by

finding, mining and processing mining

resources across Africa as well as meeting our

customers' needs.

To build a portfolio of products and services

that create value to all stakeholders including

over 2,000 small-scale miners, families and the

4
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Core Values

Health & Safety Integrity

Accountability

Commitment

Fairness & 

Transparency

Seamless Excellence
www.goldenmpire.com
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Excellence, Care & 

Respect

Collaboration & 

Team-Work

Environmental Health 

Innovation
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Global Empire Legacy Holdings Limited

Golden Empire Legacy Limited

Identified Opportunities Map

Resource Pool

► Organic
► Gold Buying Agencies
► Strategic Investors
► Small-Scale Miners
► Large-Scale Miners
► Financial Institutions

GELL at a Glance

Current and Proposed Structure

Trading

Purchase & Exports 
of Precious Metals

Global Supply

Consultancy

Mining Refinery
- Smelting 
- Vaulting

Beneficiation
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Trading

GELL specializes in the trading of precious metals. The company has

both extensive on-the-ground experience and established industry

contacts, globally.

The company is poised to provide tailored support to all its

prospective clients through its team of dedicated experts from the

mining and precious metal industry to meet business needs.

GELL‟s services cover the entire spectrum of trading in precious metal:

❑ Purchase & Export of Gold: With unlimited access to

domestically licensed gold producers and dealers, GELL buys

gold locally and exports to the international market. This has

enabled the company carve its reputation as Ghana's preferred

choice in the gold dealership space.

❑ Global Supply: GELL offers appealing options for international

gold consumers in merchandising. The company also avails

negotiable discounts for bulk purchasing.

❑ Consultancy: The company‟s vast knowledge and experience in

the local and international gold market enables it to employ a

consultative approach in procuring and exporting gold. Clients

look up to GELL for technical excellence in gold trade and a full

range of tailored services of the highest calibre. GELL is therefore

able to advise its clients on the ethical sourcing of quality gold.

8
How We Operate

“Underpinning our operations is a robust governance structure

with clarity and unity of direction from the Board and Executive

team which enhances a more effective and timely decision-

making process, and control accountability.“

❑ We provide the most reliable customer service for our clients

as we provide ethical, legitimate supplies of gold to the

international market.

❑ We maintain a strong partnership with all stakeholders

especially our miners and regulators.

❑ We give back to the community through significant ESG

initiatives.



GELL’s Gold Purchase & Export Operations

Underpinning the company‟s operations is a robust

governance structure and greater clarity and unity of direction

from the Board to the Management team which enhances for

a more effective and timely decision-making process, and

control and accountability in purchase and export of gold.

GELL actively buys gold from local miners in places such as

Asankraguaa, Tarkwa, Bogoso, Obuasi, Kumasi, Dunkwa, Wassa

off Tano Road, Atiwa Kwabeng District, Enchi-Omanpe,

Nyinahin, Antoakrom, Enyinam, Kibi, Nkawkaw, Osino, Akwatia,

Tarkwa Akropong, Agona Amenfi, Prestea, Diado, Assin Fosu,

Bekwai, Juaboso, Toase and exports to the international

market. Its current operations have attracted several

prominent foreign buyers. The company is actively engaged in

business development across the gold value and supply chain

to achieve the goal of becoming one of world‟s most

recognized responsible gold suppliers.

GELL has active operating relationships with more than 2,000

licensed SMEs across all the major gold holding regions of

Ghana. Indeed, the establishment of GELL as a licensed Gold

export company was a strategic move to integrate the

operations of the related SMEs in a bid to create and to add

value to their respective operations.

9

The consistent supply of gold and gold bearing material is therefore

sustainable. GELL is also able to source from the larger market

through many partnerships established over years of trading.

The company‟s gold purchase and export process is shown in the

flow diagram below. The process begins with the withdrawal of cash

from the bank which is used to purchase, store, process and export

the gold and is completed with export proceeds being received

into the company‟s bank account for another cycle to begin.



Cash to Cash Cycle

Trading

Transaction Flow- Purchase & Export Process
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1.

Cash is withdrawn from bank  and 
sent to all branches of the  

company including Tarkwa, 
Bogoso,  Dunkwa, Wassa Agona,  
Amenfi, Obuasi, Kumasi &  Manso

2.

Purchase of gold is made by  
representatives at the branches  

from miners: 40% cash, 40%  
bank transfer & 20% cheque

3.

Purity and carat of gold is  
tested with a water density  
machine at the respective  
branch before payments is  

made. GELL has the equipment 
& set-up for testing

10.

Related charges and levies  
based on value of gold are  paid 

in cash to GRA and PMMC  at 
the airport.

11.

PMMC and GRA affix seal to  the 
package (gold).

9.

Gold is assayed by PMMC in  the 
presence of representatives  of 

BoG, National Security, GRA,  
Gcnet. Each representative is  

given a copy of the assay  report.

4.

The Gold is kept safely at the  
respective branch. All Agency 

Branches have secured place for 
safe keeping of gold.

12.

Air waybill is prepared by  airline 
after the assay report has  been 

endorsed by the National  
Security. Airline affix seal to the  

package.

15.

Payment effected 1. in advance 
against air way-bill or 2. within 24 

hours, maximum 48 hours after 
buyer’s final assay report 

13.

Customs & Immigration in the 
company of GELL rep transport 

Gold to the Airline

8.

Gold is transported in a  company 
car to PMMC Assay  centre at 

Kotoka International  Airport for 
final fire assey.

5.

Gold is transported from branch  
to head office in Accra by  trained 

& trusted representatives in a 
special company  car. Our system 

of transportation ensures risk is 
mitigated to the barest minimum. 

6.

Gold in the form of doré
bars/real gold/nuggets is re-
smelted into at the head office
to ascertain if purity (carat) of
gold sent from branches is
intact. Gold is the assayed &
processed for shipment

7.

Export documents such as  
invoice, packaging list,  valuation 
reports are prepared. Head Office 
ensures Kilos and other specs are 
intact as were brought from the 

branches. 

14.

Local Customs of destination 
country clear gold from Airline into 

their custody. Buyer/Investor 
Refinery contracts top insured 

security agency like Brinks to clear 
from customs to Buyer’s Refinery.

Bank – Inflows of proceeds & LOC; GRA – Withholding tax;
Mineral Commission – Small Scale Sustainability tax; National
Security – Verification of fulfilment of taxes & obligations;



Company‟s Philosophy
Impacting lives through comprehensive ESG’s strategies

GELL can run several concurrent cycles – depending on client

orders. The company‟s philosophy of giving back to the community

has also deepened its relationship and partnership with the over

2,000 SMEs. This facilitates regular supply of Dore for processing and

exporting.

Meeting Our SDG’s

We recognize the imperative of greater attention to social and

environmental concerns so as to add value and protect our

company‟s social license to operate. We aim to provide improved

general health, labour certification and qualification and

education, create jobs and build medical, educational and

recreational facilities that will promote new ideas that generates

environmental and social benefits that must be the partner of

increased economic values.

Our Approach to Sustainability

Our sustainability framework is the primary vehicle for the

collection and reporting of environmental risk, opportunities to

improve and processes that inform our business strategy. Our

approach to integrating sustainability throughout our business has

clearly defined imperatives, priority areas and targets. It supports

meeting legislative requirements, managing the catastrophic

hazards associated with our business, and maintaining the

unspoken pact we have with our community.

11
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We also recognise our role as a corporate citizen, and this has

won the trust and confidence of numerous communities

through the successful implementation of our social and

environmental intervention initiatives. Our belief is that the

success of our business cannot be divorced from the success

of the communities in which we live and this has guided us to

deliver a comprehensive ESG policy that ensures 2 percent of

our profits is devoted to addressing societal and environmental

concerns.

We focus our approach through four pillars: health & safety,

environment, community and human rights.

Our Risk Management Framework

At every level of operations, our approach is one of

sustainability risk management. Our sustainability risk

management framework is aligned with global standards, and

helps identify hazards and ways to eliminate, manage or

mitigate them.

We fully integrate risk management into our business planning

and decision-making processes. We require assets to provide

resources and training on our risk management processes for

both employees and small-scale miners. Our company‟s health

& safety, environment and community

12
(HSEC) and human rights team provides detailed risk management

guidance and our HSEC team audits catastrophic and fatal hazard

management plans. They also sign off on the sustainability aspects

of GELL‟s risk management framework.

Our Approach to Sustainability Cont.

Company‟s Philosophy



Current ESG Strategies

Inputs

❑ Finance from GELL development fund

❑ Additional support through sustained investment in technical,

financial structuring, improved infrastructure, capacity building

and technology.

Output

❑ Private sector investment is mobilized through ASM 2020 Initiative

❑ Viable small-scale mining projects with high yield are established 

and maintained.

Outcomes

❑ Mining communities and families have new or improved access 

to infrastructure and education

❑ Job creation across the value chain

❑ Small-scale miners have access to improved technology and 

infrastructure resulting in improved productivity and ore jobs.

❑ Economic development enhanced by improved supply chain 

and payment of taxes by small-scale miners and businesses.

❑ Access to formal finance and skilled workforce.

❑ Enforcement and endorsement of geometrical practices

enhanced by responsible mining.

❑ Increase life expectancy

Company‟s Philosophy 13

Impact

❑ Environmental sustainability

❑ Sustainable community development

❑ Improved livelihoods and poverty reduction



New Ventures

In November 2020 GELL engaged RGB Corporate (International Debt Advisory team) to structure and assist in the placing of a Green
/ESG Long -dated Bond with major institutions predominantly in North America. The Bond is a unique construction that incorporates a
Collateral Fund that speaks to repayment of principal and active Treasury Management of non-deployed capital that assists in 

delivering coupon. We anticipate the Bond to be delivered in Q1 2021.

14

The GELL US$3BN 2050 ESG Bond @ 2.5% per annum with Principal Protection that will deliver:

Main Projects

❑ 21st Century Sustainable Modular Gold Refinery with Bullion & Vaulting Services.

❑ Green Gold Mining – Small-Scale Mining

❑ Large-Scale Mining (one diamond mine and two gold mines)

❑ Mine Operations Delivered via Waste to Energy clearing Ghana of all waste matter

❑ Agricultural Technology and Re-introduction of Staple Crops and Bio Mass

❑ Sustainable Housing Programme with Allied Educational and Medical Facilities.

ESG Focus

❑ Agriculture [Reclamation of Mining Lands for agri-business]

❑ Financial Services (assets and wealth management, savings and loans, financial advisory 

services, and establishment of banks)

❑ Health

❑ Affordable Housing

❑ Home Ownership as a Right not a Dream

❑ Supporting Education & Development (Ghana‟s next generation of creative arts, scientists, 

technologists, oil and gas exploration and production)

❑ Entrepreneurship Training (jewellery, fashion and interior finishing)

❑ Promoting and Nurturing Population Longevity.

Green Mining

Refinery

Beneficiation



Gold Concessions

GELL has over 600 gold concessions in many regions in Ghana

including Ashanti, Eastern, Western, Central region, Western

North, Bono East And West, Savannah, Western North and Upper

East and West regions.

About 28-37 offices are currently located across the above
regions.

Total concessions in the Ashanti region amounts to

approximately twenty-nine thousand square kilometres (29,000

km2) including Amansie project (542.40 km2), Adansi project

(270.14 km2), Sefwi project (312.83 km2), Tarkwa project (336.65

km2).

The approximate amount of gold deposits under GELL‟s control is

an indicated 80 to 100 million troy ounces.

www.goldenmpire.com
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Our People
Our people are our greatest strength and most valued asset

We aim to develop a workforce that is diversified, dedicated and driven – at

every level of our business.

We bring a fresh perspective and infectious energy to every client relationship.

Our emphasis on teamwork, trust and tolerance for diverging opinions helps

clients focus on their opportunities, build their capabilities and win the future.

Together, we achieve results that bridge what is with what can be.

GELL believes that maintaining a strong reputation is greatly influenced by the

reliable and trustworthy work of all employees. GELL is connected to an active

network of over 2,000 vibrant agents across the country.

Our Board is collectively responsible for our long-term success, and for ensuring

that the Group is led within a framework of effective controls. The Board sets our

strategic direction, approves our strategy and takes appropriate action to ensure

that we have the resources we need to achieve our strategic aspirations.

The Board considers the impact of the decisions it makes, and its responsibilities to

all our stakeholders, including colleagues, shareholders, regulators, clients and

suppliers, as well as to the environment and the communities where we operate.

Our people think and act like entrepreneurs. We have built a culture that rewards

dedicated people with a can-do spirit, who take responsibility, and who have the

drive to be leaders in their field.

We expect a lot, but we give a lot in return. We recognise and reward

exceptional work.

16 www.goldenmpire.com
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Board of Directors 

& Management
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Philip K. Addison
– Chairman

Philip is the Senior Partner and Co-Founder of Addison Bright Sloane.

He has over 32 years progressive experience being called to the bar

in 1988.

Philip is a renowned and experienced Litigator and is famously

remembered as the Lead Counsel for the Petitioners in the

landmark Ghana Presidential Election Petition case of 2012.

He has garnered significant experience working on projects in

custodial services, joint ventures, foreign investments, financing of

projects, licensing and regulation. Furthermore, he has extensive

experience in shipping and maritime law, construction, commercial

and corporate practice. He has also acted for a number of listed

companies, government agencies and corporations as well as for a

cross-section of Ghanaian business concerns and corporations.

He has a keen interest in the development of legal practice in

Ghana and was until September 2012, the Vice-President of the

Greater Accra Branch of the Ghana Bar Association for a

continuous period of five (5) years. He is also a Member of the

International Bar Association.

Philip holds a Bachelor‟s Degree in Law from the University of Ghana,

a Qualifying Certificate in Professional Law from the Ghana School

of Law, as well as a Graduate Degree in International Law from the

University of Texas and a Certificate in International Legal Programs

from the University of Wisconsin Law School, both in the USA.

– Founder and Group CEO

Joana is a serial Entrepreneur, tenacious and a visionary

Leader with a strong passion to change the narrative of

mining in Africa, especially in implementing ESG models to

mining operations. She has over 20 years proven experience

in the mining industry with key expertise in sustainable mining,

trading, gold supply chain, strategic linkages and other

operational areas in the precious metals value chain.

Since starting her career as a small-scale Artisanal Miner,

Joana has quickly become one of the most well-known

names in a male-dominated industry. With a walking

example of success, she has proven that hard work,

dedication and the right attitude are key traits to help one

thrive in his or her professional career. She is currently the

Founder and Group CEO of Global Empire Legacy Holdings

Limited with GELL, GELL Financial Services Limited, PTP

Limited, Joana Gyan Foundation and GEM Multimedia

Ghana Limited as subsidiaries of the Group.

In addition, she prides herself in managing a total of over 600

small-scale mining concessions across Ghana with an

estimated value of about US$120 BN. She has ensured that all

these concessions employ ethical mining principles, subscribe

to all international legal requirements and “Gold without

Conflict” campaigns.

Joana Gyan Cudjoe (a.k.a Nana Adjoa Awo 1)18



Joana Gyan Cudjoe (Cont.)
– Founder and Group CEO

She is an inspiration to many women in the mining industry

especially in the small-scale mining segment and strongly believes

in linking mining to the shared global commitment of the UN

Sustainable Development Goals, including Goal 5 on gender

equality and Goal 8 on decent work and economic growth. She

also strives to develop the small-scale mining sector in order to

create the long-term sustainable value and optimum wealth

creation, as well as reduce poverty in the mining communities.

Her significant contributions to lives, especially to the needy and

value creation within the mining communities in Ghana, have

accorded her several awards both in academia and the business

world. Notable among them are an Honorary Doctorate from

University Cambodia, a Certificate of Honour from Order of the

Noble Hand of Honour, an award for Excellence in Business

Leadership and Women Empowerment from Pan African

Leadership and Entrepreneurship Development Centre, as well as

an Honorary Category for Ghana Outstanding Women Awards

from GOWA.

Joana is currently pursuing a Master‟s Degree in International

Business and Law from the University of Salford in the United

Kingdom.
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Ernest A. Mintah
– Board Member/ Head of Finance

Ernest Mintah has over 25 years’ experience in Finance,

International Banking and Economics. Ernest obtained his

undergraduate degree in Economics and Management from

Eckerd College (FL, USA) AND HIS Master’s Degree in Banking &

Finance from Columbia University, School of International and

Public Affairs (SIPA). He pursued his PhD studies (ABD no degree) in

Comparative Economic Systems and Development Economics at

the University of South California and Princeton University. He has a

Master’s Degree in Management Research at Bradford University –

UK.

Early in his career, as Vice President, Chase Bank (NY), Ernest led

the London Club sovereign debt rescheduling negotiations of the

Kingdom of Morocco on behalf of Chase and other sovereign

debt lending syndicated banks. While with Chase, he gained

senior level experience in International Lending, Country Economic

Risk Analysis and International Treasury Management.

Upon his return to Ghana in 1989 Ernest served as an advisor to the

then Minister (Secretary) for Finance & Economic Planning. From

there he moved into private sector and with Commonwealth

Development Corporation (CDC) where he led CDC’s equity

investments and long term project finance lending to several major

entities in Ghana. These include CAL Bank, Ghana Leasing

Company Limited, The Ghana Venture Fund, SSB Bank, VRA, ECG,

Takoradi Thermal Electrification (TK1 & TK2), Labadi Beach Hotel,

Milicom Ghana Ltd., Abosso Goldfineds, AngloGold Ashanti and

Carmeuse (Limestone) Gh. Ltd.

Up until 2016, he was the Managing Director of Ghana Leasing

Company Limited (GLC) for 12 years involved in long term lending

asset-based financing to several sectors in Ghana’s economy

(construction, mining, real estate, agro-industry, education etc).

Until recently, Ghana Leasing Shareholders included IFC, DEG and

CDC. Ernest is currently the President of Ghana Association of

Leasing Companies (GALCO). From June 2009 to the first quarter

2014 he served on the Board of Ghana’s Export Development and

Agricultural Investment Fund (EDAIF- now Ghana Exim Bank) and as

Chairman of its Grants sub-committee.

He is currently a Director of Access Bank Plc – Ghana as the

chairman of the audit committee and an Executive Director of CBI

Ghana Ltd. – a cement processing company with Lafarge-Holcim

as a shareholder.

Through his experience with CDC’s principal investing and lending

activities and as CEO of Ghana Leasing Company Limited, Ernest

has gained intimate unparalleled knowledge of the funding

requirements of the corporate and financial sectors in Ghana. He

has superior knowledge about economic developments in

emerging markets and a prolific writer on finance and economic

issues.
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Andrew Kofi Cudjoe
– Director 

Andrew is the Chief Operating Officer at GELL. He is responsible

for overseeing the day-to-day administrative and operational

functions of the Group.

Andrew, famously identified as Andrew King, is a Ghanaian

Singer, Songwriter, Vocal Instructor, Actor, Fashionista, Dancer

and Entrepreneur.

He is also well-vexed in the mining industry especially in the

branding, logistics, investment, trading and sales segments. As a

Co-partner and husband of the Group‟s CEO, he plays a significant

role in ensuring that all operational functions within the Group are

well secured in order to drive extensive and sustainable growth.

He is also an Executive Director of GEM Multimedia Ghana

Limited, an internationally acclaimed edutainment firm. He co-

heads this business and other subsidiaries as well with

commendable expertise.

http://www.goldenmpire.com/
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Joseph is the Deputy Managing Director at GELL. He is responsible

for supervising and overseeing all the mining operations and

activities including designing, researching and developing,

estimating production resources needed for operations, as well as

assessing the health and safety at all the mining areas GELL

controls. His expertise in mining, adaptability skills and ability to

excel in a face-paced environment is an added advantage and

complements the multifaceted company and the Group.

He is a dynamic and self-motivated mining Engineer with over 34

years of progressive experience in exploration including mining,

oil and gas, project management, mineral assessment, surveying

and valuation, research and development, as well as ESG

management process.

Prior to joining GELL, he was a private Project Consultant offering

several services in the mining industry. He started his mining career

as a Student Trainee at Prestea Goldfields Limited, Official Learner

in mining and Goldhouse at Dunkwa Goldfields and then finally

joined Great Consolidated Diamond Limited (GCD) as a

Mining/Milling Supervisor after obtaining all his Post-Graduate

Diplomas in mining. Owing to his creativity, innovative thinking,

communication, interpersonal and leadership skills, he quickly

rose through the rank at GCD holding various roles and

responsibilities. He finally doubled as the Deputy Mine Manager

and Production Manager at GCD.

Joseph Edwards Aikins
– Deputy Managing Director

Delali Komla Kabe
– Managing Director

Delali is currently the Managing Director and Mining

Engineer at GELL. He is responsible for providing leadership

and direction to the project management team in order to

ensure the achievement of GELL‟s objectives at optimum

efficiency and minimum cost. He also ensures all functional

areas are consistent with safe operating procedures,

applicable laws and sound business practices.

He is a versatile professional and retired Miner with about 40

years‟experience in the mining industry. His professional work

began at the Tarkwa Goldfields Limited and then continued

to the then Ghana Consolidated Diamonds Ghana Limited

(GCDGL), where he was practically involved in the research

(efficient recovery diamonds and gold) and production,

supervision of mining and sorting of diamonds. He rose

through the ranks and became the Production Manager,

deputizing the Managing Director. Between 2012 and 2018,

he became Mines General Manager for GCDGL. Under his

leadership, he was able to effectively maximise operational

efficiency and outputs by reducing production costs.

Delali holds a Bachelor of Science in Mining, a Post

Graduate Diploma in Mining, and a Post-Graduate

Certificate in Business Administration (Exec MBA.).
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Joseph Edwards Aikins (Cont.)
– Deputy Managing Director

As a refined mining Engineer with the appetite to learn and

explore the global mining industries, he travelled to several

countries including Austria, France, Germany, India, Israel, Italy,

Netherlands and Yugoslavia to acquire knowledge and skills.

Joseph holds a Post-Graduate Degrees in Mining Engineering,

Diamond Valuation, Plant Design, Project Management and Work

Study.

Ishmael Quaicoe
– Technical Director

Ishmael is the Technical Direct at GELL. He is an astute Mining,

Environmental and Safety Expert with over 10 years international

working experience in the mining industries, NGOs and

academic/research institutions. He brings a high level of technical

competence, practical experience, international working

knowledge and experience in mining, minerals trading and

business development to the team.

He has experience in gold, iron, nickel, cobalt and gemstone

exploration, mining, processing and trading. He conducts research,

provide training, technical and advisory supports to mining and

minerals industries (small-scale, medium-scale and large-scale

mining), Investors and their stakeholders. He also provides technical

and advisory support in policy development and implementation

related to mining, environment, gender and local economic and

social development in extractive communities. He has also served

as an Artisanal and Small-Scale Mining Expert on Africa Mining

Forum 2019 organised by African Union and African Development

Bank.

He holds a Doctor of Philosophy and Bachelor of Science (Hons)

degrees in Minerals and Materials Engineering from the University of

South Australia in Australia and University of Mines and Technology,

Tarkwa (Ghana), respectively. He also holds a Diploma in Business

Management and Administration, ICM (UK), a Certificate in

Coloured Essential Stones (Gemstones) from Gemological Institute

of America (USA) and Certificate in Local Economic and Social

Development in extractive communities from Queensland

University in Australia.
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Christian Tawiah

– Group Exploration Geologist

Christian is the Group Geologist at GELL. He is responsible for

the overall technical leadership of the geological activities of

the Group.

Christian is a qualified Geologist with over 10 years of

experience in the gold and minerals industry and has been

involved in the exploration discovery and development of

some of the major gold mines in Ghana.

Prior to joining the GELL team, he was the Exploration Geologist

at Cluff Mineral Resources where he excelled and efficiently

managed all fields activities, business development ventures

and investor relationships within the West African terrain. He

also worked with Golden Star Resources as a Field and

Database Geologist.

Christian holds a Master of Science and Bachelor of Science

Degrees in Geology from the University of Ghana. He is also a

Member of Ghana Institute of Geoscientist. He is also a

Founding Member and Manager of CND Geotech Limited, a

firm with key specialties in Geotech and consultancy services

in geological and geophysical fields.

Albert Fiagah
– Director of Exports & Logistics

Albert is a Co-Founder and the Director of Exports & Logistics at

GELL. He is responsible for coordinating, planning and overseeing

all the international exports and logistics activities of the

company. As an Evaluation, Shipment and Cargo Handling

Expert, Albert has excellent managerial, coaching and

mentoring expertise which he has exhibited since the

conception of GELL.

As a founding member with an objective to maximise value for

shareholders, Albert has worked effortlessly with the team to

achieve many accolades and to stay true to the short to long-

term goals and objectives set by company. His willingness to

teach and learn from others, as well as his communication skills is

a plus to the GELL team.

Albert has over 12 years‟ experience in the construction,

information technology, banking & finance, business

development, logistics management, sales and marketing,

strategic management and general business performance

metrics.

Albert holds a Bachelor of Business Administration in Banking &

Finance and has high expertise in sustainable corporate wealth

creation.



Kicki Andersson
– Company Secretary/Corporate Lawyer

Kicki, the Company Secretary/Corporate Lawyer is methodical,

strategic thinker with an independent and individualistic

approach. She has strong convictions and clear goals, and is able

to think around corners to get to them.

Kicki possesses extensive experience in running and managing

business and has developed the ability to see possibilities in

everything. Her leadership is characterized by responsiveness,

clear and honest communication

She has the ability to see the big picture of a business or

organization and strategically plans and activates thereafter. She

thus possesses the ability to implement goals in line with the

company’s vision and strategies.

Kicki is currently located in Spain, and is the founder and director

of a Business Consulting Firm, located in London. Before that, she

had long work experience at top executive positions in Sweden.

She holds a Master’s degree in Management and she is also

specialized in Law, Finance and Leadership. Apart from English,

she speaks fluent Swedish.

Kicki has vast working experience as Resource Specialist,

Marketing Manager, Operations Manager, Project Manager,

Dealer and Vending Consultant.
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By dint of hard work, Michael was part of the team (including

the then Managing Director of Sahel Sahara Bank) who were

tasked to set up The Royal Bank Ltd, which became

operationalized in December 2012. He was the Head of

International Trade until it was consolidated together with five

other banks by Bank of Ghana in 2018 to become

Consolidated Bank Ghana Ltd. Michael continued with

Consolidated Bank for ten months as Trade Operations

Manager until 2019 when he left the bank to help restructure a

family business in the Airline industry.

Michael had extensive international exposure in the banking

industry including travelling to Morocco to participate in the

SWIFT African Regional Conference 2009, SWIFT Global

Conference (SIBOS), Osaka, Japan and African Trade Finance

Seminar, Frankfurt, Germany.

Michael is a creative and innovative thinker with effective

goal setting abilities combined with superior leadership, team

building, communication, interpersonal and presentation skills.

He is also self-motivated with the ability to excel in a fast-

paced environment; communicate effectively at all levels;

manage competing priorities and adapt readily to new

challenges.

Michael Ofori

– Group Head of AML, Compliance & Risk

Michael is the Group Head for Anti-Money Laundering (AML),

Compliance and Risk at GELL. He is responsible for managing all

aspects of risk – including AML/CFT, to the Group, its employees,

clients, reputation, assets and interests and other stakeholders.

He is a dynamic Finance and Operations Expert with over 17 years

of progressive experience augmented by a strong post-tertiary

background in Accounting and Finance with experience in

Financial Institutions. He started his banking career in the year 2002

at Ghana Commercial Bank Ltd, with their International Trade

Finance Department. He moved on to join The Trust Bank Ltd, now

ECOBANK Ghana Ltd in the year 2004, and worked at the Foreign

Operations Department as International Trade Finance Officer.

Duty call sent Michael to join Sahel Sahara Bank in the year 2008,

where he was tasked to set up their Foreign Operations

Department, which was successfully done and he headed the

department until 2012 before he was elevated to head the Branch

Operations Department. During his working years at Sahel Sahara

Bank, Michael had the opportunity to work in other affiliates of the

bank in the West African sub-region like the Gambia, Burkina Faso,

Ivory Coast, Senegal, Benin and Togo, thus, accumulating a great

deal of international exposure.



Noella E. A. Emezue
– Group Head of Human Resources

Noella is the Group‟s Head in charge of Human Resources. She

oversees all aspects of human resource management and

industrial relations policies, practices and operations for the

Group.

She is a Human Resource Practitioner with over 15 years generalist

human resources and administrative experience. She has worked

as Head of Human Resources and Administration with several

international and prestigious companies including Access Bank,

KPMG, Sierra Leone Commercial Bank, amongst others. Her

nature of work has accorded her the opportunity to travel to

several countries including Nigeria, Sierra Leone, United Kingdom

and South Africa.

Noella holds a Bachelor of Arts Degree from the Fourah Bay

College, University of Sierra Leone and a Post Graduate

Certificate in Strategic Human Resources from University of

Roehampton in the UK. She is also a Certified Strategic Human

Resource Professional, a Certified International Procurement

Specialist (International Institute for Executive Training, USA), an

affiliate Member of the Chartered Institute of Personnel and

Development (CIPD, UK) and a Member of the Institute of Human

Resources, Sierra Leone.
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28Thelma Nunoo

– Head of Research & Development/PA

Thelma doubles as the Head of Research & Development at GELL

and Personal Assistant to the Group CEO. She is responsible for

controlling, coordinating and carrying out research and activities in

various departments, guaranteeing the continuous innovation of

products and work processes at GELL. Her working experience has

equipped her in the development and management of new

ventures and assisted management to respond to the environmental

factors impacting the long-term strategic direction of the company.

Thelma has close to 8 years‟ work experience and has served in

various capacities on several projects including in business

development management, research advisory and business

intelligence.

After graduating with exceptional results from her degree in Bachelor

of Arts in Economics from University of Ghana, Thelma was directly

involved in Research & Advisory with over 1,000 SMEs, profilings for

due diligence purposes for commercial banks in Ghana. Her

remarkable result fueled her appointment as a Business Development

Support in credit reporting service delivery to all financial institutions

at Bank of Ghana. Then after, she rose to the rank as a Business

Development Manager with her portfolio under commercial banks,

non-bank financial institutions, non financial institutions and

microcredit institutions in Ghana.

She is currently pursuing Master of Philosophy in Economics at the

University of Ghana with Managerial Economics and International

Economics as her focus areas.

Kofi Nti
– Chief Accountant

Kofi is the Chief Accountant at GELL. He plays a significant role in

all treasury management, management account, final account

(from preparation to signing by external auditors), payroll, tax and

other finance-related issues that come up in any assignment at

GELL.

He is a Chartered Accountant with over 25 years‟ experience

working with various organizations from diverse industries. Kofi has

acquired experiences from consulting, FMCG, commodities,

trading, education and mining industries.

Kofi has worked with multinational businesses that adhere to global

standards and consistently ensure compliance with government

regulatory framework. He has also led management teams in

audits from the Ghana Revenue Authority (Domestic Tax Revenue

Division and Customs, Excise and Preventive Services) and other

reputable global institutions (including ISO certification bodies). As

an advocator for regulatory compliance, he ensured that

corporate tax and all corporate financial structuring are adhered

to. He also played key roles in strategic planning and

implementation, led and positively influenced strong and vibrant

administrative, finance and accounting teams, as well as led in

implementing open door policies for various firms.

Kofi holds an Master of Business Administration from Kwame

Nkrumah University of Science and Technology and a Bachelor‟s

Degree from the Christian University College. He is also a Chartered

Accountant with the Institute of Chartered Accountants (ICA) with

over ten years post-qualification experience.
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Samuel holds an Executive Master of Business Administration in

Human Resource Management from the University of Ghana

and a Bachelor of Science Degree in Human Resource

Management from the Central University. He is currently

pursuing an LLB Law program at the Central University. He is a

past student of the Professional HR Certification Centre and

also affiliated with a wide network of Human Resource

Professional bodies.

Samuel Cobbina
– Head of Human Resource

Samuel is the Head of Human Resources Department at GELL.

Samuel is a qualified Human Resource Practitioner and a

Consultant at Africa HR Connect Limited. Samuel has extensive

experience in the core HR functional areas; policy development,

business transformation, change management, total rewards,

industrial relations, HR audit, managing HR-related surveys, HR

analytics, search and selection and other technical HR

assignments. He has been involved in designing, developing and

presenting training programs in industrial relations and general

human resource management. He has also been involved in the

preparation and management of Annual HR with budgets of

approximately 10 million euros per annum.

Samuel has worked for over 20 years with multinational

organizations, spanning across the mining and telecoms sectors.

He has worked as the Human Resource Manager in companies

such as Western Telesystems Ghana Limited (WESTEL), Zain/Airtel

Ghana, Kasapa Telecom Ghana Limited and Maxam

International, where he also had over-sight responsibility for the HR

Departments in both Sierra Leon and Cameroun operations.

He is the Co-founder and Programs Director of the Bureau of Public

Sanitation (PBS), an environmental NGO with emphasis on public

sanitation that aims to use innovative approach and techniques to

help address the challenges pertaining to public sanitation through

advocacy, education and projects/programs. He is also a

Member of the Rotary Club – Tarkwa Chapter.
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Emmanuel Dadzie
– Survey/Mining Engineer

Emmanuel serves as a Survey and Mining Engineer at GELL with

commendable knowledge in gold production and construction,

and as such, contributes immensely to the advancement of the

company.

Emmanuel is a proactive Survey Engineer with an aggressive

objective to relentlessly achieve any arduous tasks or challenge.

He has impeccable leadership abilities which harnessed to good

cooperation and helps in the achievement of individual and

collective goals.

He is highly experienced in the mining engineering and surveying

fields, and always strives to optimise input in order to achieve the

maximum operational and field output across the exploration

value chain. He also performs extremely well under pressure and

looks forward to new business and mining opportunities.

He holds a Bachelor of Science in Geometric Engineering from

the University of Mines and Technology.

Kweku Duah

– Field Operations Manager

Kweku is currently the Field Operations Manager at GEL. He is

responsible for executing and improving the company's field

marketing, sales and merchandising initiatives.

Since joining the company in 2016, Kwaku has with the help of

all other stakeholders worked in achieving enormous

milestones including setting the business ahead of its industry‟s

players.

His aim is to contribute significantly to achieving the value

preposition of GELL which is premised on a goal of being the

most preferred trading company in Africa. He is assertive add

very skilled Engineer and this is an added advantage to the

GELL team, especially in paving the way for ground breaking

initiatives at GELL.

Prior to his current role, he was the Assistant Shipment Officer

at GELL and has religiously focused mainly on corporate

governance, essential business development and managerial

systems.
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Anil has travelled to numerous countries including Ghana,

Peru, Guinea Conakry, Brazil, Dubai, etc., and has

successfully imported gold from almost all countries. He

provided trail to many old and new refineries which later

mushroomed in the country, many of them are currently

owned by bullion traders.

Anil holds a Bachelor of Science in Engineering (Metallurgy)

and has earned several accreditations and licenses in

refinery.

Anil Kansara
– Chief Technical Commercial Adviser

Anil acts as the Chief Technical Commercial Adviser to GELL. He

brings over 45 years of technical and global operational

experience, having worked in various reputable refinery

companies in India and beyond.

He is a seasoned and highly experienced Engineer with key

expertise in assaying, refining and quality certification of gold bars

and coins, hallmarking of jewellery and standardisation of

processed good. He has worked and advised several companies

both in the private and public sectors. Naming a few includes C.

J. Kansara, Gujarat Gold Centre, Government of India, Ghana

Standard Authority (GSA), Gold Coast Refinery, amongst others. In

all countries he was associated, he played key role in developing

policies, building several refineries, refining several minerals bars in

gold, silver, amongst others. In India, for example, he formed the

Association of Gold Refineries and Mints, and still acts as the

General Secretary of the Association. Having participated in

innumerable policy initiatives liaising with Government of India

and BIS and thus, paving way for Gold Dore import in India. He

also worked closely with BIS and trade bodies to present the first

guidelines on what an Indian Good Delivery Standard should be.

In Ghana, having associated with GSA, as a Member of Jewellery

Council, he rewrote 4 old standards and wrote 3 new standards

on Gold and successfully lunched Ghana‟s first ever hallmarked

1kg gold bar under license from GSA.

International Team
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It is estimated that more than US$15 trillion remains on

deposit with at least 60% incurring a charge rather than

earning a return. This is the genesis of the Green Long Bond

programme with the vital addition of Principal Protection

that overcomes the single biggest inhibitor to gaining even a

small percentage of the vast wall of uninvested capital.

After 3 years of team building for the Bond structure for the

past 10 months, Patrick has worked as a Partner in RGB

Corporate IDA with a focus of international Green/ESG Bond

solutions and Treasury Management with mandates

awarded and more in discussion.

Patrick was at the leading edge in Europe in the discovery of

the best use of US Life Settlements as a Zero Coupon non-

correlated asset that was a perfect hedge for risk. He has a

global database of contacts in a wide variety of professions

and industries. His work as a Partner at RGB Corporate IDA

enables this resource of experience to be focused on a

unique proprietary mechanism, in order to unlock and re-

allocate investment capital in scale to the SG needs of

governments, and corporates in the developing world,

many in the continent of Africa.

Patrick Graduated M. A. from Oxford University (Pembroke

College) in 1978 and attended the Royal Military Academy,

Sandhurst.

Patrick De Nieffe
– Global Business Strategist

Patrick is a Global Business Strategist of GELL. Patrick has a 40-year

exposure to domestic and international equity and bond markets

in a career that splits into two sections. The first 20 years was spent

in institutional and corporate stockbrokers in increasingly senior

client-facing roles with the 90s, and thus seeing him operate at

the Director‟s level in Europe, US, Hong Kong and the Middle East.

In the first 10 years of private engagements as an Advisor, Investor

and Principal, he worked in the SME sector and therefore

developed as a corporate financier rather than a stockbroker. His

experience ranges from the sale of a Scandinavian gold mine to

the structuring of a unique gold backed film bond and across

many industries and commodities, both in Europe and elsewhere.

He comfortable addressing persons of all ages and nationalities

and advises on corporate structure and strategy from capital

raising to acquisition and merger.

In the past 10 years, he has concentrated on the need for

alternative capital raising processes to source corporate funding

from conduits other than banks and VCs that have so failed both

SMEs and, indeed, Nation – States in recent times.

In recent years, Patrick‟s interest has turned to the issue of

unlocking the enormous wall of capital that remains uninvested

by Institutions, whilst they remain publicly committed to the

environment in word more than deed.

International Team



Uwe is the Project Development Engineer of GELL. He has

extensive and broad experience in both mining and in many

other industries. He brings unique qualifications, interests and

viewpoints to the GELL team.

He is the owner of Digoltz Limited, an advisory services and

consultancy firm that offers qualified expertise in feasibility studies,

project structuring, capital raising, factory and estate plant

designing, power and plastic technology, water engineering,

amongst others.

Uwe is also a Project Development Engineer with a total

professional experience spanning over 55 years involving a range

of business administration, construction, engineering, feasibility

studies, mining, project management, manufacturing and

recycling with both local and international firms. Some of the

companies he had worked with include Kana Resource Mining

Limited, Songo Lagoon, World Bank, Liberia Electricity Corporation

and many more.
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Uwe Goltz
– Project Development Engineer

International Team

www.goldenmpire.com
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